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Abstract
The paper describes the application of state-estimation techniiques for the real-time prediction of state-of-
charge (SoC) and state-of-heallth (SoH) of lead-acid cells. Approaches based on the Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) are presented to provide correction for offset, drift and state divergence-an unfortunate
feature of more traditional coulomb-counting teelunques. Experiinental results are einployed to
demonstrate the relative attributes of tle proposed methodology.

Introduction
Peak power buffers of hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) are, by their very nature, subject to large dynamic
transients in cuTenit ald power demand. Road data collected from a Honda Insight HEV (RHOLAB
driving cycle [1]), where peak charge- and discharge-cLurent delands of s_60A and -lOOA, respectively,
are required from the battery pcack when subjected to a series of vehicle drivinlg tests [1]. The
accommodation of suchl operating conditions requires that thle management system have accurate
knowledge of the peak power buffer's SoC to facilitate safe and efficient operation. Failure to control
SoC will ultimately lead to under- or over-charging conditions, which can degrade the ability of the pack
to source/sink subsequenlt power transients.

A variety of techniques have been proposed to meastre or mnonitor the SoC of a cell or battery, with
charge counting or cu:rrent integration at present being the most commonly used techlnique. However, due
to the reliance on integration, errors in terminal measurements (ie to noise, resolution and rounding are
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cumuLlative, and large SoC errors can result. Furthennore. manufacturers of JIEVs would like predictions
of the State-of-Health (SoH) or State-of-Function (SoF) of a battery pack, since the increasing reliance on

drive-by-wire technologies is making the battety a key safety-critical colmponent of the vehicle.
Knowledge of whether a battery will fail when suLbject to high transient loadings, as may be experienced
in emergency braking, for instance, is therefore essential. However, SoH monitoring techniques are

currently in their infancy, with- little beinlg reported to-date.

Her-e then, model-based state-estimation techniques are proposed for predicting states of a cell that would
nor-mally be difficult or expensive to measure. Measuremenlts using r-eal-time road data are used to
compare the performance of convenitional integration-based mnethods for estimating SoC, with those
predicted from the presenlted state estimation schelnes. Reslts show that the proposed methodologies are

supenor to more tradlitional techlniques, with accuracy in determining the SoC within 2%, being
demonstrated. Moreover, by accounting for the nonlinearities present within die dynamic cell model, die
application of an EKF is shown to provide verifiable indications of SoH of the cell pack via the real-time
state estimation. Experimental results ultimately show the ability of the EKF to track changes ald to
compensate for inaccuracies in the initial estimates of cell model btlLk capacitalce. that can be considered
as a meastre of the cell's capacity.

Battery Model
A dynamic model of the battery, in the form of state variable equLations, is lnecessary to predict the SoC or

SoH. Here, a generic model [2] consisting of a bulk capacitor, cb,jk, to characterise the ability of the
battery to store charge, a capacitor to model surface capacitance and diffusion effects within the cell
C$S,,, ,Sa terminal resistance R, surface resistance R, and end resistance, R, is employed as shoown by
Fig. 1. The voltage across the bulk- ald surface- capacitors are denoted Vcb alid Vcs, respectively.

The cell tested in this paper is a novel, spiral wouLnd, SAh sealed lead-acid cell, with terminals on either
end, developed by Hawker (ENERSYS hc), Fig. 2. The doutble terminal encapsulation is introduced to
lower grid currents, and hence, thermal gradients, and thereby pr-omote efficient utilization of the active
materials in the cell, thus leading to a battery tat is optimised for the high-power duties typical of hybrid
driving cycles.

Initial parameters of the cell, Fig. 1, are pre-calculated from experimental data, where open-circuit voltage
(OCV) tests are performed tipon successive diseharges of thle battery, by injection of current pulses. An
initial estimate of Cb,,_ is obtained by analyzing the amount of stored energy in the cell (from SoC = 1 to
SoC = 0), to a discharge current ptulses of 1.53A applied for t=ISOOs, every 3600s interval. Note that SoC

1 is a normalized value used to define a fully-charged cell. Thle provisional value of Csu,.ae relies on

V0

Cs rface VCs Cb,171C,VC,

Fig. 1: RC Battery model schematic
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LUI

Fig. 2: SAh sealed lead-acid test cell

calculating the time-constant of the cell in response to high frequency excitation. by subjecting discharge
pulses of 1OA, at 5OOms intervals, thereby isolating the results from the effects of C)dk . The internal
resistalce of the battery is mneasured as 4.6mf. and it is assumed that Re and Rs are equLivalent and account
for 75% of total resistance. The complete initial parameters for die cell considered, is provided by Table I.

Table I: Parameters for cell model

CbIrk 88372.83 F
Csiwrjace 82.11 F

Re 0.00375 f.
RC 0.00375 Q
RI _ 0.002745 £2

State variable description of the battery model
The characteristics of the network shown in Fig. 1, are given by (note: by conlvenltion, current flowinlg into
the cell is considered positive):

Vo =IRt +IJ&Re +±VCbi, (1

VO - IRt +IJ$R + VCsifrface

Equating the two voltage equations ald noting that:
[b- VO CDMblt/ (2)
I$= V C$$lsttracc

a complete state vaidable description of the network relatinig the voltages ald currents, is obtained as
shown by (3). However, note the third state is obtained by taking the tine-derivative of the output voltage,
and assuming d/dtfI 0 (the rate of change of terminal current, per sampling interval when implemented
digitally, is negligible).

CbR; bCbu( R_; VCb

0 + C£rrace
CsurfaceRa C FffcR~.

jrae)

A(3,t) 0 A(3,3) L

Cb jr,1 &ReR sffaceR
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A(3,)= - 17 +
Cb,kR.

Re _ $ +

Csi rfaceR Cbi4kR RA

Rs
Csurface .A

A(3,3) R=-
2 Csuifac

(3)

where R,t-&+R7.

Assuming, for now, that cell parmneters are time invariant quantities. the recursive KF aIgorithm, Fig. 3.
is applied, where an equivalent discrete-tine model of (3) is obtained by using EuLler transfonnation.

Ad -

1- c

Cb fi-R_

Tc
CsAtfaceR

A,I43,1))

CsilrfaceR_

0

0

0 A(3,3))

TfRi

TcRe

TRe2 T_RR T TReR++ S
s 2 Cb,IRR_ CFuj,XeR-, Cst rQCwface'ckk a.eR

Cd =C

where

A(3I
TRc TRe TCRS2 TcR
CulR_2 sjfeR2 2±

Co,MR.Z2 Cytiice N2 Chzbu/kkR, Csuiface

Ag,(3,3) z-1R+e' C2- cR;

LS

-2

(4)

Comparison of State of Charge estimation technique
The stochastic principles underpinning the Kalman Filter (KF) are appealing for this investigation, since it
is recognised that the presence of distLrbances stemming from sensor noise on the cell terminal
measurements, ald the use of non-ideal (tyamic models, make it impossible to predict with certainty thle
states of the system over prolonged time periods-a statistical predictor/cozrector fomnulation thereby
providing obvious advantages. Here then, KF is applied, Fig. 3, to the real-time estimation of SoC of a
single cell that is subject to a RHOLAB driving cycle [1]. see Fig. 4. Since only terminal quantities of the
battery can be measured, the input is defined as = I, and the measured output is y = V0 . The initial cell
SoC is set to 0.8, this being tle defined operating point for partial SoC on the 1EV (riving profile.
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Initial es/inw/e XoQo
and error covariance Po Q and R

I I I

Fig. 3: Recursive Kalman Filter algorithm

Upon subjecting the cell to the RHOLAB driving cell-current profile, excellent convergence of dlie
estimated output voltcage from the KF is seen with negligible error (<± 0.05 V), Fig. 5(a). Figure 5(b)
shows the estimated bulk and surface capacitor voltcages. Furthermnore. results using conventional SoC
estimation, by the integration of current method, witll charging efficiency fixed at 0.97 [1], and those from
the proposed KF scheme, are given in Fig. 6. Having been subjected to a RHOLAB driving cycle, at
t=1400s, the tests are terminated, and the remnant charge in the cell is measured using a 1.53A discharge,
to a terminal voltage of 1.7V, and noting the remaininlg Ampere-hours. This corresponds to a final SoC of
the cell of 0.167. From Fig. 6. it can be seen that the performance of the KF is excellent, and. although
both SoC estimation techniques follow the correct profile. the integration-based mnethod demonstrates
significant (rift over time, with an error of :15% ensuing, whereas the KF consistently provides estimates
within 2z2% of the measured values.
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Fig. 4: Typical RHOLAB [1] driving cycle cell current
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Estimation of State of Health of cell
SoH is the ability of a cell to store energy. source and sink high currents and retain charge over extended
periods, relative to its initial or nominal capabilities. The available clarge stored within a fully-charged
cell is expected to f-al with cell usage. Such capacity-loss mechanisms generally occur slowly in VRLA
batteries that are cycled at low-rates over their full SoC range. However, when operated as a peak power
buffer, in a HEV system, the cells are operated at a Partial State-of-Charge (PSoC) i.e. the cell is never
cycled over its full SoC range, ald is subjected to both hiigh charge and discharge currents. StuLdies have
shown that this PSoC operation can lead to tirLncated service life in VRLA cells [3,4]. Such capacity loss
cam be deemed a loss of cell SoHf Early detection of SoH degradation wotdd allow a smart' battery pack
to take remedial action, such as the application of conditioning routines to the cell, to remove small
sulphate crystals before they form large inactive crystals, thlereby restoring the cells capacity. Measuring
cell capacity by the standard meals of a low current discharge is impractical for HEV applications, ald
online techniqLes that utilise only cell terminal mneasuremenits. made whilst the 1-1EV is driven, are

therefore required.

Here, a proposed means of estimating bulk capacitance Cb.,, , by adding an extra state, dCb,k, /Id =0 , into
the observer structure, is demonstrated. Since the derivatives of Vc% and V. are now coupled by non-

linear elelnents, an EKF is reqLuired for effective estimation of state variables. However, note that the
proposed reallisation results in an increase in order of the Jacobians, covariance, noise and distLrbance
matrices, withl a consequential increase in computation overhead. Thle proposed non-linear battery model
is written in the fomn:

fr(,) (5)

y C(= I

wllere J(x, u) is given by (6)

VCv ,+ +

R
_Q

R
_V

Vcb _C +

x=[vc vc veo aYF f (x,t11c R4 RA R

VCb .,ft +-o f2 +I f3

0

RcL R_+ R 2 + Rs
fI ZC +

fo_ Rsa I

ReRt-CD-v2CeR2

1Yurf =c ae"-c '.RwfacV2u=yeR_
w 14eeCor o~c /C,1.,an ;=R s 6
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Here, the EKF requires a small-signal model of the system, at each sample step, about the current
operating point, x0,uo and is given by:

= AA& + B,fiU J, = CdX (7)

where A F(x) |Jlk
and is defined by (8):

Rs F(1,4)

I

0 0
F(x)

Of CsifrfaccRA.. QFurfacekR,
OXx(tVUt)

F(3,t) 0 F(3,4)

kRe Csju;faceR_

L 0 0 0 0

F(t,4)- VC _VC + 1_'
RN2 R R_A
R a R Rs a JRS s~~~~~~~~

RJ?. CsittjaccRt~ Re.Rp 2 QinfaceRa2

VCbR8, VCbRs2V,46R
F(3,4)

R/2 ReR~ ReRa, RrRA~

BOf- R8cz Re
R CsutjfaceR,

C=CC[ Rl

C=41 =[O) 1 0] (8)

that can be discretized, to give (9) and used in dlie KF algorithm desecibed previously in Fig. 3.:

xk+i -Ad xvk + B du& (9)

Yk+± Cd-k±-+l

The SoH of known cells has previouLsly been evaluated [3] by perfonrning continuous power cycling tests
(using the RHOLAB profile shown in Fig. 4), ald during the tests, the cells suffered a measured loss of
ccapacity of EI.77Ah [3]. Whilst petforminlg the tests, the EKF is emnployed, ald the variation of Cb, is
estimated, Fig. 7(a), and ultimately over time indicates a reduction of ;10% during the tests,
correspondinlg to an average loss of cell capacity of s0O.8Ah for a nominal SAh cell- hence comparing well
with the measured loss of capacity. Figure 7(b), shows the voltage profile over the continuous power
cycling test.
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Fig. 7: Onl-line EKIF employed to predict SoH of cell pack (a) estimated bulk capacitance Cb,,
(b) cell terminial voltage

Conclusion
This paper presents an alIternative approach to estimating the SoC of a cell pack by imiplemnenta-tion of
observer-based. tech-niquies. Using generic models Llke th-e one prese-nted to describe the dynamic
behaviouir of lead-acid cells, large state er-rors and divergence ensuie when estimating SoC. However,
rather than increasing the complexity of the cell model to closely match the real system, the application of
a KY, with its iniherenlt predictor-cor-rector mechanism, is shownl to accommodate suich iniadequacies. In
particular.. a comparison of SoC estimates using the presented KE technique, mlid the m-ore convenitional
integration of current method.. is under-taken usinig "road data" collected from a Honda Insight H1EV driven
on a test track. The presented results show a significa-nt improvement in SoC estimation from dlie
proposed KF methiodology, when compared to the more traditional currienit initegration method.
Furthermore, extensions for SoH on-line monitoring, by employing an EKE is also presenited-uisinig only
measuirements of cell terminal quanitities as iniput.

Ultimnately, the colinlpete HEM Smart VRLA batter-y pack will coiisist of a series of cells, cascaded
together in a modulde. However, within the module, one cell is aldways ouit of circuit, hereby allowing
active conditioning routines to be applied, hence the moduile consists of n+lIcells (n being the series string
length1). Knowledge of SoC and( SoH of each- inldividutal cell obtainied from the observer will allow thae
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selection of cell most in need of conditioninlg and the chosen cell is automatically taken out of the seties
strinlg. Such control of the Smart VRLA module will significantly increase the lifetime of the cells for
HEV delmnlds. FuLrthermore. from a manuLfacturers perspective, such data is extremely imnportalt for the
ultimate prediction of State-of-Function (SoF), which describes the ability of a cell to perform adequately
under HEV demamds. SoF will give a prediction of available capacity, and discharge and recharge
capability, thereby allowing Smart VRLA module to forecast thle response of eachl cell to drivinlg
demands, and leading to optimal utilisation of the batter-y pack with regard to perfor-mance and lifetime.
and therefore. better overall energy managemenlt withil the vehicle.
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